
 

 
21/02/24 Home Learning Class 2 

 

In English, Class 2 have been exploring the features of a biography. We gathered information 

about Thomas Edison and sorted this chronologically. 

In Maths, Class 2 have begun their sequence on fractions. Year 4 have been reviewing their 

understanding of unit and non-unit fractions. Year 3 have been exploring the numerator and 

denominator.  

In Jigsaw, we have begun our unit ‘Healthy me’. Class 2 discussed how exercise affects our 

bodies and why the lungs and heart are such important organs. They have also set themselves a 

fitness challenge of how star jumps in 30 seconds.  

Reading   

We expect the children to read 5 times a week – you can read to an adult (as it is always good 

to read aloud to practise your expression) or talk to your adult about what you have read. 

Spring term 2 tasks 

This half term we are exploring the Victorian Era. To tie in with this learning, below you will find 4 

different homework tasks. By the end of the term, please select and complete 2 homework tasks. 

We will continue to send out spellings weekly and set Mymaths/ TTRS activities every fortnight 

alongside this. 

Task 1: Invention investigation 

Find out about 5 inventions during Victorian times – you could draw a picture and label them or write some 

information about each one. Do we still use any of these today? 

Task 2: Holiday destination leaflet.  

Westward Ho! used to be a popular Victorian holiday destination. Create a leaflet or poster advertising Westward Ho! 

to Victorian holidaymakers. 

Task 3: Motor car investigation. 

Find out what the top speed of a Victorian motor car was. Can you calculate the time it would have taken from 

Langtree to London? How different is this to the time it would take in a car today?  

Task 4: Victorian entertainment. 

Research Victorian children's toys. Are any like toys that still exist today? Can you invent your own  

 

 



 

 

Maths 

Complete assigned garage and soundchecks on TTRS 

Spellings 

Nessy: If your child has a Nessy account, please complete Nessy activities rather than 

spellings below. 

Below are spellings linked with our science topic plants. 

Spellings will not be tested in isolation. We will be looking at whether the children are 

using them accurately in their writing. 

   

 

Ready 

soil 

seed 

petal 

leaves 

Steady 

flower 

grow 

garden 

absorb 

Go 

pollination  

pollinator  

nutrients  

fertiliser 

  


